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Who am I?

teacher

examiner

author

mum



Tech 

Prep time

Screen time

Enjoyment



Active learning without a screen

Hand – held flashcards



TPR – Total Physical Response

finger puppets 

little cards

songs 

and mime



prepositions / relative place words

finger puppets



colours introduction

little cards

daily routine

economic development

any vocabulary



songs & mime

Body: head, shoulders, knees and toes song

followed by 老师说…

Hobbies, sports & school subjects: mime

Human characters: use your bodies to create a 

visual of Chinese characters 





1 pen, 1 dice
copy or translate a text

One student has the pen, one student has the dice.

Roll a six. Pick up the pen. Start copying or translating. 

Keep going until the other person rolls a six. Swap. 

The winner is the student in each pair who copies / 

translates the most within 5 minutes.





Highlighter wars

Hand out a grid full of vocabulary in a mix of both Chinese and 

English to each student.

Listening and reading practice

Students compete in pairs.

Teacher says a word in Chinese. 

Students compete to highlight the correct word before their partner.  

Winner is the student in the pair with the most highlighted words.





Add a stroke

Divide the class into two, three or four teams.

Line up facing away from the board. 

Teacher writes a character (or word) on the board.

One by one go to the board, add just one stroke in 

correct stroke order.  If wrong, teacher rubs off.

Winning team completes the character first.



Crosswords 

writing practice

Read the set of clues to fill in the crossword answers.

You can write the clues in English, pinyin or Chinese.







Chasers
Read, listen and speak

Write a conversation with an answer and question on each line. 

Each student has a line of the conversation. Reads for understanding.

Students say their line aloud, ending in a question.  

Everyone listens to see if they have the answer to that question.

At the end of the conversation stop the clock.  

Try to beat the time when you try again.

Set a stopwatch.





Connect 4 
Translation and speaking

Divide the class into two teams, X and O.

Hand out a grid with English sentences, words and phrases in English to 

each team.

Students translate the sentences and phrase into pinyin before the 

game begins.

Each team takes a turn to try to connect four X or O from the bottom of 

the grid by saying the sentence in a box in Chinese. 

First team to connect four boxes in a row wins the game.





Running dictation

Reading, speaking, listening and writing

One runner, one scribe

Write 4-6 sentences each with a grammar pattern focus, 

stick on the walls outside the classroom.

Runner runs outside, reads and memorises the sentence, runs 

back to the scribe and tells them the sentence.

Scribe listens and writes the characters for the sentence.

Swap after each sentence.







Consequences stories

Writing, reading, speaking and listening 

Each student has a piece of paper. 

Stage 1: Write someone’s name
Fold the paper over, so the written sentence is hidden.  

Pass your paper to another person.

Stage 2: Write another person’s name. Fold and pass on.

Stage 3: Write the place where they met.

Stage 4: Write what the first person says to the second person.

Stage 5: Write what the second person says in response.

Stage 6: Write the consequence – what happened next?

Stage 7: unfold the whole story and read it out.



Criss - cross

Vocabulary review

All students sitting in a row of desks across the room stand up.

Teacher says a word / phrase or writes it on a mini whiteboard.

First student to put their hand up then answer correctly sits down.

When one person is left standing, students in the column behind and 

in front of them stand up.

Keep going until you have reviewed all of the words you want to 

focus on.



Hope you have some new ideas to take back to try 

out with your classes. 

Turn off the screen at the front of your classroom.
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